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Decision to Collaborate on AI Roadmap Project

Preparing to Respond to AI-EES Request for Proposal

• Requirement for broad world-wide experience

• Need for industry-wide input and cooperation

• Getting competitors on the same team

• Resulting group of seven CTMC Collaborators

o AMEC

o BGC

o Golder

o Klohn

o NorWest

o Thurber

o UofA Geotechnical Group
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When Competition is not Ideal

The value of competition in a free marketplace

• Normally competition is a positive force

• Results in skill development, survival of the fittest, cost control and 

intelligent project execution to minimize costs and maximize benefits
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When Competition is not Ideal

Competition can be negative (focus on eliminating the competitor)

The value of eliminating competition on projects that are very important 

to the public interest

• When only the very best team is required

• When you only have one shot at success

• When the public interest is at stake

• When serious environmental consequences might occur

• When the well-being of the provincial economy is at stake

Roadmap project represented a unique condition for setting aside 

competition in favour of environmental excellence
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Principles for Building a Non-Competitive Team

• Association of equals

• Trust among the partners

• Every participating firm given a significant 

role

• Dedicated project manager working for all 

participants equally

• Team selection based on ‘best in class’

• Agreement on disagreements

• Frequent meetings 

• Internal meetings during proposal 

preparation

• External meeting with stakeholders 

during project execution

• Work allocation based on expertise not 

equality

• Collegial technical review

• Equal recognition
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In Search of Superior Outcomes

Key outcomes:

• Deliverable based on best expertise

• Broadly endorsed conclusions

• Satisfied clients

• Comprehensive understanding of issues and options

• A public document that is not contested

• Altered behavior patterns (perhaps the greatest achievement)
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Key Conclusions

1. Great value of non-competitive collaboration

2. Competitors can cooperate excellently

3. Developing a well endorsed product has a lot to do with 

the process
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An Afterthought

In what situation might this ‘non-competitive’ approach be 

used again?

• Developing new performance criteria for tailings 

deposits.

• Exploring options to closed circuit operation at oil 

sands mines

• Developing criteria for declassifying tailings dams
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